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} Five Great Shorts for Watching Annually We know it seems like every year there's a new science
fiction-esque short film that gets a ton of play on the Internet. Every time, we wonder if there are
five other good shorts out there that didn't get the recognition they should have. We've made a list
of five of the most popular and most important science fiction-inspired short films of all time, and
we think they deserve some more attention. Watch them and tell us what you think in the
comments. 1. Life During Wartime Danny Boyle's 1998 film Life During Wartime was kind of a
sci-fi action comedy. It stars Robert Carlyle as a man who comes home to find that his wife has
been kidnapped by his own ex-wife (played by Monica Bellucci) and the police have brought in an
expert tracker named Doc (Tom Hollander) who's convinced the kidnappers are going to come
after him. Boyle directed it as an exercise to learn how to use 3D. The effects are just as impressive
as any of the incredible effects from his later films including Sunshine and 28 Days Later. If you
want to read more about Life During Wartime, check out our article here. 2. First Day on Earth
Stuart Gordon's 1985 film First Day on Earth is a masterpiece of low budget horror. The plot of the
movie takes place on a post-apocalyptic Earth a few years after an alien invasion wiped out the
population. Stuart Gordon himself plays one of the crew members on the planet. The horror comes
from the decrepit state of the people and the paranoia of the crew. It has been quoted that the entire
budget of the film cost a little over $22,000. 3. Black Hole Black Hole is by far the best short film
to come out of 1995. It's an innovative piece of science fiction that's way ahead of its time. How
often have you seen a science fiction film where a space ship crashes into a planet and the only
survivors are a man and a woman? The movie was released a year after Star Trek: First Contact, a
film
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